
Platonic Solids & Stellation Exploration  

A Platonic solid is a 3D shape made from only 1 kind of regular shapes. There are only 5 platonic solids:  

Tetrahedron   Cube      Octahedron   Dodecahedron   Icosahedron 

   (aka Hexahedron) 

 

 

       {3, 3}                       {4, 3}               {3, 4}                                            {5, 3}        {3, 5}  

Here is your task. You may not get through every single step, and that’s OK – you can prioritize based on 

what seems interesting to you.  

Make sure you put your name on any 3D thing you make by writing it on a piece of masking tape and 

adhering it to your construction.  

A. Select 3 of these shapes to make by cutting out the nets on cereal boxes, folding, and taping.  

B. Re-create 2 of the ones you made using straw pieces as the edges, held together with knotted string 

(see the example I constructed of a straw octahedron)  

C. Euler’s Characteristic:  

According to Euler, all polyhedra follow this formula:        , where V is the number of 

vertices, E is the number of edges, and F is the number of faces. For some of these, you will need to 

fill in the number of vertices, edges, or faces. Verify Euler’s characteristic for all 5 of the Platonic 

solids:  

Solid V(ertices) E(dges) F(aces) V – E + F 

Tetrahedron 4   
 

Hexahedron   6 
 

Octahedron  12  
 

Dodecahedron 20 30 12 
 

Icosahedron 12 30 20 
 

 

What do you notice about the V, E, and F numbers for the Dodecahedron and the Icosahedron? You 

should notice the same relationship for the Hexahedron and the Octahedron!  

 

 

 

D. Interior angles of the faces:  

As you may recall, the formula for the sum of the interior angles of a polygon is 180*(n-2), where n 

is the number of sides in the polygon. For a regular polygon, all “n” of the angles will be the same, 

so you can just divide the sum by n. Fill out this chart to determine the angles of the faces:  

Face Shape (n=number of sides) Angle Sum 180*(n – 2) Individual Angles (divide by n) 

Triangle (n=3)   

Square (n=4)   

Pentagon (n=5)   



E. Schläfli symbols and angle deficiency:  

That notation beneath the image and name of each platonic solid is the Schläfli symbol. The first 

number in the brackets is the number of sides in each shape (“n” in the previous step), and the 

second number in the brackets is the number of shapes coming together at each vertex. For 

example, the Schläfli symbol for the cube is {4, 3}, as illustrated by this net below:  

 

                                       three shapes come together at each vertex 

 

 

 four sides in each shape  

 

 

 

 

You are going to use the information given in the Schläfli symbol, as well as information from the 

previous 2 tables, to calculate the angle deficiency. Angle deficiency is a measure of how far short 

each angle sum is from 360o. For example, for the cube it’s 90o:  

 

 180 – 90x3 = 90  

 

 

 

 

 

Polyhedra Schläfli 

symbol 

Each angle 

(last column 

from chart 

D)  

Angle sum 

at vertex 

(times 2nd 

number in 

Schläfli 

symbol)  

Angle 

deficiency 

(360 – angle 

sum) 

Number of 

vertices 

(from chart 

C)  

Total angle 

deficiency 

(multiply 

angle 

deficiency 

times 

number of 

vertices)  

Tetrahedron {3, 3}       

Hexahedron {4, 3}  
90 90x3 = 270 360 –270=90 8 90*8 = 720 

Octahedron {3, 4}       

Dodecahedron  {5, 3}       

Icosahedron  {3, 5}       

To help visualize, look at the flattened vertices below:  

 

  

 

Tetrahedron        Octahedron  Cube   Dodecahedron   Icosahedron  

What do you notice?  

The Schläfli symbols for the shapes with triangle faces are {3, 3}, {3, 4}, and {3, 5}. Why can’t you have a 

shape with Schläfli symbol {3, 6}?  
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90o 90o 

90o 



F. Stellation: to stellate a shape, you extend the edges until they enclose a new shape. Use the square 

and the pentagon below to explain why you can stellate a dodecahedron but not a cube:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

G. You can stellate an octahedron, a dodecahedron, and an icosahedron. Choose one to construct on 

cardstock.  

H. Does Euler’s Characteristic apply to stellated things? Complete the chart to find out:  

Polyhedra V E F V – E + F 

Stella Octangula (Octahedron)  8 12 8 
 

Stellated Dodecahedron  12 30 12 
 

Great Icosahedron  12 30 20 
 

 

I. If you’re feeling very ambitious, you can create a stellated shape with straws like before.  

 

 


